ACH/ALLC, 2005-06
TEI Members’ Meeting, 2006-10
DHSI every year

University of Victoria
By the Salish Sea
Dining on Campus
ZERO WASTE IS THE NEW GOAL

BYOB is part of THE PLAN.

University of Victoria
Campus Planning & Sustainability
Walk the Grounds
Accommodation

Laurel Point Inn, on the Inner Harbour
Downtown Victoria
Fisherman’s Wharf
Dining Out
Attractions
Travel to Victoria
Victoria International Airport
Air Canada
Air Alaska
Westjet
others
Hosts

Humanities Computing and Media Centre
Department of English
Faculty of Humanities
UVic Libraries
TEI Projects at HCMC

Map of Early Modern London (MoEML)
Internet Shakespeare Editions (ISE)
Moses Project
Mariage sous l’ancien régime
Colonial Dispatches
Canadian Confederation Debates
Landscapes of Injustice
Myths on Maps
Victorian Poetry Network
Francotoile
Robert Graves Diary
Scandinavian-Canadian Studies Journal
MYNDIR (My Norse Digital Image Repository)
The'wá:lí Community Digital Map
Your Local Organizing Committee

Join us in Victoria! November 12-14, 2017

Janelle Jenstad
and
Martin Holmes